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EVALUATING HIGH ORDER DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN
DISCRETIZATION OF THE BOLTZMANN COLLISION INTEGRAL IN O(N2)
OPERATIONS USING THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM
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Abstract. We present a numerical algorithm for evaluating the Boltzmann collision operator
with O(N2) operations based on high order discontinuous Galerkin discretizations in the velocity
variable. To formulate the approach, Galerkin projection of the collision operator is written in the
form of a bilinear circular convolution. An application of the discrete Fourier transform allows to
rewrite the six fold convolution sum as a three fold weighted convolution sum in the frequency
space. The new algorithm is implemented and tested in the spatially homogeneous case, and results
in a considerable improvement in speed as compared to the direct evaluation. Simultaneous and
separate evaluations of the gain and loss terms of the collision operator were considered. Less
numerical error was observed in the conserved quantities with simultaneous evaluation.
1. Introduction
It has been accepted for some time that using global Fourier basis functions in velocity dis-
cretizations of the Boltzmann equation is essential in order to achieve O(N2) evaluation of the
collision integral, where N is the total number of discretization points. Exponentials have the
factorization property that can be used to transform the gain term of the collision operator into
forms suitable for efficient computation [32, 24, 16]. Another essential attribute of an efficient
numerical formulation of the collision operator consists in re-writing it in the form of a convolu-
tion [8, 7, 27, 13, 12, 23, 22]. A bilinear convolution form [3] follows for the Galerkin projection
of the collision operator by exploring translational invariance of the collision operator [20]. We
argue in this paper that this convolution form leads to development of efficient discretizations of
the collision operator using structured locally supported bases. We present a numerical approach
that is based on high order nodal discontinuous Galerkin (DG) discretizations of the Boltzmann
equation in the velocity variable [2] and that requires O(N2) operations to evaluate the collision
operator.
Deterministic solution of the Boltzmann equation has a rich history. Readers interested in recent
developments are directed to the review articles [11, 29]. A review of earlier results can be found
in [5]. The difficulty in solving the Boltzmann equation is the evaluation of the five-fold collision
integral describing interactions of the gas molecules. Methods have been proposed to solve the
Boltzmann equation using the direct discretization of the collision operator in the velocity variable
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(see, e.g., [4, 31, 6]). Computational costs of the direct methods grow very rapidly, usually, at
least as O(n8), where n is the number of velocity points in one velocity dimension. As a result,
these methods can only be applied to problems that do not require a large number of spatial
discretization points.
A number of approaches to solve the Boltzmann equation were obtained by applying spectral
discretizations in the velocity variable. In [32] a Galerkin discretization was constructed using
the Fourier basis functions. By exploring properties of exponentials, the authors formulated an
approach for evaluation of the collision operator with O(k6) operations, where k is the number
of Fourier basis functions used in each velocity dimension. A closely related approach based on
an application of the Fourier transform to the collision integral can be found in [24, 19, 16].
The method has computational complexity O(k6) and, similarly to Galerkin spectral methods, is
derived using properties of exponentials. In [27, 13, 12] Carleman representation of the collision
operator was used to derive an approach based on Fourier-Galerkin discretization of the kinetic
solution that uses O(mk3 log k) operations. Here m is related to the number of angular directions
in discretizations of the collision integral using spherical coordinates. An O(mk3 log k) algorithm
was recently proposed for Fourier transform based formulations in [18]. Fast spectral methods
were applied to multidimensional solution of the Boltzmann equation [35], flows of gas mixtures
[36], and flows of gas with internal energies [28]. A drawback of the methods is lack of adaptivity
in the velocity space since methods use global Fourier basis.
Alternative approaches to Fourier spectral discretization of the Boltzmann equation have been
pursued as well. In [15] a hyperbolic cross approximation of the solution in the frequency space
was proposed introducing adaptivity in spectral methods. However, incomplete spectral represen-
tations are hard to combine with the use of fast Fourier transforms which may reduce the method’s
speed. A polynomial spectral discretization was proposed in [20] and applied to solution of two
dimensional super sonic flows. While the approach offers more compact approximations of the
kinetic solution than the Fourier spectral approach, its algebraic complexity is higher due to the
form of the collision operator used in the discrete algorithm.
Approaches based on DG discretizations of the Boltzmann equation in the velocity variable were
proposed in [26, 1, 2, 17]. High order DG bases are well suited for approximating discontinuous
and high gradient solutions. In this paper, we present an algorithm for computing the collision
operator in DG velocity formulations in O(n6) operations.
Our approach is based on re-writing the discretized collision operator in the form of a discrete
convolution. It has been noted in [20] that the collision operator satisfies translational invariance.
In [1, 2, 17] a closely related translational invariance of the Galerkin projection of the collision
operator was used to reduce the storage requirements of pre-computed collision kernels. In [3],
the translational invariance was used to introduce a bilinear convolution form of the Galerkin
projection of the collision operator. We will show that, in the case of uniform grids, this convolution
form allows to re-write the collision operator as a convolution of multidimensional sequences. In
fact, this is exactly the form of the collision operator that was used in [1, 2] with the convolution
being computed directly in O(n8) arithmetic operations. In this paper, the discrete convolution
is evaluated using the discrete Fourier transform in only O(n6) operations. We note that the
discrete Fourier transform can be replaced with a suitable number theoretical transform [30].
Thus, one could, in principle, avoid using complex exponentials altogether. However using the
discrete Fourier transform is convenient. The presented approach is easy to parallelize to a large
3number of processors. Evaluation of collision operator can be done in a fraction of time compared
to the original DG velocity method [1, 2]. Generalizations of the integral convolution form to
octree meshes can be proposed. Difficulties arise, however, with extending discrete convolution to
non-uniform grids. In the case of piece-wise constant DG approximations, the new method has
very similar properties to the Fourier-Galerkin approaches [24, 16, 32]. One advantage of the new
method is related to the use of high order DG approximations. Sizes of discrete velocity meshes
that one can use with Fourier spectral discretizations are limited due to the memory requirements
to compute Fourier transforms of the six dimensional collision kernels. The size of the discrete
convolution in the new method is determined by the number of uniform velocity cells. High order
nodal-DG bases can be used to approximate the solution accurately using s3 nodal points/basis
functions inside each velocity cell while keeping the number of cells relatively small. However,
this introduces the total of s9 convolutions that need to be evaluated. Thus, there is a practical
limitation to the highest order of the DG approximation that one could employ in simulations.
However, cases of s ≤ 5 are practically conceivable since the computations are easy to parallelize.
In this paper, we focus on formulating the method and on establishing a comparison to the
original approach of [1, 2]. Application of the method to solution of spatially inhomogeneous
Boltzmann equation will be the subject of the author’s future work. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 is dedicated to preliminaries on the Boltzmann equation and the nodal-DG
discretizations. In Section 3, the discrete convolution form of the collision operator is introduced
and the discrete Fourier transform is used to rewrite the collision operator in the form suitable
for computation in O(n6) operations. The computational algorithms is formulated in Section 4.
In Section 5 we present results of numerical evaluations and comparison to the original method
of [2]. We compare numerical properties of the collision operator in the cases when gain and loss
terms are computed simultaneously and separately.
2. The Nodal-DG Velocity Discretization
2.1. The Boltzmann equation. In kinetic approach the gas is described using the molecular
velocity distribution function f(t, ~x,~v) which is defined by the following property: f(t, ~x,~v)d~x d~v
gives the number of molecules that are contained in the box with the volume d~x around point
~x whose velocities are contained in a box of volume d~v around point ~v. Here by d~x and d~v we
denote the volume elements dx dy dz and du dv dw, correspondingly. Evolution of the molecular
distribution function is governed by the Boltzmann equation, which, in the case of one component
atomic gas, has the form
∂
∂t
f(t, ~x,~v) + ~v · ∇xf(t, ~x,~v) = I[f ](t, ~x,~v). (1)
Here I[f ](t, ~x,~v) is the molecular collision operator. In many instances, it is sufficient to only
consider binary collisions between molecules. In this case the collision operator takes the form
I[f ](t, ~x,~v) =
∫
R3
∫
S2
(f(t, ~x,~v′)f(t, ~x,~v′1)− f(t, ~x,~v)f(t, ~x,~v1))B(|g|, cos θ) dσ d~v1, (2)
where ~v and ~v1 are the pre-collision velocities of a pair of molecules, ~g = ~v − ~v1, S2 is a unit
sphere in R3 centered at the origin, ~w is the unit vector connecting the origin and a point on
S2, θ is the deflection angle defined by the equation cos θ = ~w · ~g/|g|, dσ = sin θ dθdε, where ε
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is the azimuthal angle that parametrizes ~w together with the angle θ. Vectors ~v′ and ~v′1 are the
post-collision velocities of a pair of particles and are computed by
~v′ = ~v − 1
2
(~g − |g|~w), ~v′1 = ~v −
1
2
(~g + |g|~w) . (3)
The kernel B(|g|, cos θ) characterizes interactions of the molecules and is selected appropriately
to reproduce the desired characteristics of the gas. Various forms of B(|g|, cos θ) exist, see e.g.,
[9, 10, 25]. In the case of inverse k-th power forces between particles,
B(|g|, cos θ) = bα(θ)|g|α, (4)
where α = (k − 5)/(k − 1). The case α = 0 is known as Maxwellian gas and the case α = 1 as
the hard spheres gas. In this paper we consider kernels of the form (4) with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and with
angular cut off, i.e., ∫ pi
0
bα(θ) sin θ dθ <∞.
2.2. Discontinuous Galerkin velocity discretization. The nodal-DG velocity discretization
that will be employed in this paper was also used in [1, 2]. We select a rectangular parallelepiped
in the velocity space that is sufficiently large so that contributions of the molecular distribution
function to the first few moments outside of this parallelepiped are negligible. We partition this
region into parallelepipeds Kj. Let ~v = (u, v, w) and let the numbers su, sv, and sw determine the
degrees of the polynomial basis functions in the velocity components u, v, and w, respectively. Let
Kj = [u
L
j , u
R
j ]× [vLj , vRj ]× [wLj , wRj ]. The basis functions are constructed as follows. We introduce
nodes of the Gauss quadratures of orders su, sv, and sw on each of the intervals [u
L
j , u
R
j ], [v
L
j , v
R
j ],
and [wLj , w
R
j ], respectively. Let these nodes be denoted κ
u
p;j, p = 1, . . . , su, κ
v
q;j, q = 1, . . . , sv, and
κwr;j, r = 1, . . . , sw. We define one-dimensional Lagrange basis functions as follows,
φul;j(u) =
∏
p=1,su
p6=l
κup;j − u
κup;j − κul;j
, φvm;j(v) =
∏
q=1,sv
q 6=m
κvq;j − v
κvq;j − κvm;j
, φwn;j(w) =
∏
r=1,sw
r 6=n
κwr;j − w
κwr;j − κwn;j
.
The three-dimensional basis functions are given by
φi;j(~v) = φ
u
l;j(u)φ
v
m;j(v)φ
w
n;j(w) , (5)
where i = 1, . . . , s := susvsw is the index running through all combinations of l, n, and m. In the
implementation discussed in this paper, i is computed using the formula i = (l − 1)svsw + (m −
1)sw + n.
Lemma 2.1. (see also [2, 21]) The following identities hold for basis functions φi;j(~v):∫
Kj
φp;j(~v)φq;j(~v) d~v =
ωp∆~v
j
8
δpq and
∫
Kj
~vφp;j(~v)φq;j(~v) d~v =
ωp∆~v
j
8
~vp;jδpq , (6)
where indices p and q run over all combinations of l, n, and m in three dimensional basis functions
φp;j(~v) = φ
u
l;j(u)φ
v
m;j(v)φ
w
n;j(w) and the vectors ~vp;j = (κ
u
l;j, κ
v
m;j, κ
w
n;j). Also, ∆~v
j = (uRj −uLj )(vRj −
vLj )(w
R
j − wLj ), and ωi := ωsul ωsvmωswn , where ωsul , ωsvm , and ωswn are the weights of the Gauss
quadratures of orders su, sv, and sw, respectively.
52.3. Nodal-DG velocity discretization of the Boltzmann equation. We assume that on
each Kj the solution to the Boltzmann equation is sought in the form
f(t, ~x,~v)|Kj =
∑
i=1,s
fi;j(t, ~x)φi;j(~v) . (7)
The DG velocity discretization that we shall use follows by substitution of the representation (7)
into (1), multiplication of the result by a test basis function, and integration over Kj. Repeating
this for all Kj and using identities (6) we arrive at
∂tfi;j(t, ~x) + ~vi;j · ∇xfi;j(t, ~x) = 8
ωi∆~vj
Iφi;j , (8)
where Iφi;j is the projection of the collision operator on the basis function φi;j(~v):
Iφi;j =
∫
Kj
φi;j(~v)I[f ](t, ~x,~v) d~v . (9)
2.4. Reformulation of the Galerkin projection of the collision operator. Similarly to
[1, 2, 26], we rewrite the DG projection of the collision operator Iφi;j in the form of a bilinear
integral operator with a time-independent kernel. Specifically, using the well-known identities
(see, e.g., [25], Section 2.4), and applying the first principles assumption, we have
Iφi;j =
∫
R3
∫
R3
f(t, ~x,~v)f(t, ~x,~v1)
∫
S2
(φi;j(~v
′)− φi;j(~v))bα(θ)|g|α dσ d~v1 d~v
=
∫
R3
∫
R3
f(t, ~x,~v)f(t, ~x,~v1)A(~v,~v1;φi;j)d~v1 d~v , (10)
where
A(~v,~v1;φi;j) = |g|α
∫
S2
(φi;j(~v
′)− φi;j(~v))bα(θ) dσ . (11)
We notice that kernel A(~v,~v1;φi;j) is independent of time and can be pre-computed. In [2],
properties of a kernel closely related to A(~v,~v1;φi;j) are considered. In particular, due to the
local support of φi;j(~v), it is anticipated that kernel A(~v,~v1;φi;j) will have only O(M
5) non-zero
components for each φi;j(~v), where M is the number of discrete velocity cells in each velocity
dimension. As a result, evaluation of (10) will require O(M8) operations for each spatial point.
This number of evaluations is very high. However, as we will show later, it can be reduced to
O(M6) operations using symmetries of A(~v,~v1;φi;j), the convolution form of (10), and the discrete
Fourier transform.
We remark that in many numerical formulations of the Boltzmann equation, the collision oper-
ator is separated into the gain and loss terms. This separation can also be performed in (10) in the
integral over the collision sphere. After the separation, the definition of the operator A(~v,~v1;φi;j)
loses the portion −|g|α ∫S2 φi;j(~v)dσ =: −|g|ασT that, in turn, gives rise to the classical collision
frequency ν(t, ~x,~v) :=
∫
R3 f(t, ~x,~v1)σT |g|α d~v1 and the loss term. Theoretical properties of the
split formulation are very similar to that of (10), (11). Moreover, it may be argued that the split
formulation is better suited for an application of the Fourier transform than (10), (11) because
the kernel of the split formulation is decreasing at infinity while kernel A(~v,~v1;φi;j) defined by
(11) is increasing at infinity in some directions. Also, the numerical algorithms introduced in this
paper can be extended to the split formulation as well. However, it was observed that simulations
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using gain and loss splitting exhibit much stronger violation of conservation laws than formulation
(10), (11). The exact mechanism of why the non-split formulation preserves the conservation laws
better is still not clear to the authors. Some insight can be obtained by noticing that values of the
collision kernel A(~v,~v1;φi;j) span several orders of magnitude and that small values of A(~v,~v1;φi;j)
occur in sufficiently many points so that they are important collectively. It is possible that when
small and large values are combined during the evaluation of the gain term, the accuracy of the
small values is lost or essentially diminished. When the loss term is subtracted from the gain
term, cancellation occurs producing large errors. On the contrary, conservation laws are satisfied
point-wise in the form (10), (11) up to a small number of algebraic manipulations with the ba-
sis functions φi;j(~v). Because of these considerations, we chose to use the non-split form of the
collision operator in simulations.
2.5. Shift invariance property of kernel A(~v,~v1;φi;j).
Lemma 2.2. Let operator A(~v,~v1;φi;j) be defined by (11). Then ∀ξ ∈ R3
A(~v + ~ξ,~v1 + ~ξ;φi;j(~v − ~ξ)) = A(~v,~v1;φi;j) .
Proof. Consider A(~v + ~ξ,~v1 + ~ξ;φi;j(~v − ~ξ)). We clarify that these notations mean that particle
velocities ~v and ~v1 in (11) are replaced with ~v + ~ξ and ~v1 + ~ξ correspondingly and that basis
function φi;j(~v) is replaced with a “shifted” function φi;j(~v− ~ξ). We notice that the relative speed
of the molecules with velocities ~v + ~ξ and ~v1 + ~ξ is still ~g = ~v + ~ξ − (~v1 + ~ξ1) = ~v − ~v1. The
post-collision velocities for the pair of particles will be ~v′+ ~ξ and ~v′1 + ~ξ, where ~v
′ and ~v′1 are given
by (3). We notice, in particular, that choices of θ and ε in (3) are not affected by ~ξ. The rest of
the statement follows by a direct substitution:
A(~v + ~ξ,~v1 + ~ξ;φi;j(~v − ~ξ)) = |g|α
∫
S2
φi;j((~v
′ + ~ξ)− ~ξ)bα(θ) dσ = |g|α
∫
S2
φi;j(~v
′)bα(θ) dσ
= A(~v,~v1;φi;j) .

We remark that Lemma 2.2 holds for all potentials of molecular interaction used in rarefied gas
dynamics. This property was used in [2, 17] to reduce the storage requirement for A(~v,~v1;φi;j) on
uniform partitions.
2.6. Re-writing the collision operator in the form of a convolution. We will assume that
the domain in the velocity space is a rectangular parallelepiped and that partition cells are uniform
and that the same basis functions are used on each cell. In [3] it was shown that, in this case, the
Galerkin projection of the collision operator can be naturally re-formulated as a convolution. For
convenience, we recall the reasoning here.
We select a partition cell Kc and designate this cell as the generating cell. Similarly, the basis
functions φi;c(~v) on Kc are designated as the generating basis functions. Basis functions φi;j(~v)
on other cells can be obtained using a shift in the velocity variable, namely φi;j(~v) = φi;c(~v + ~ξj)
where ~ξj ∈ R3 is the vector that connects the center of Kj to the center of Kc.
7According to Lemma 2.2, operator A(~v,~v1, φi;j) is invariant with respect to translations. There-
fore
Iφi;j =
∫
R3
∫
R3
f(t, ~x,~v)f(t, ~x,~v1)A(~v + ~ξj, ~v1 + ~ξj;φi;j(~u− ~ξj)) d~v1d~v
=
∫
R3
∫
R3
f(t, ~x,~v)f(t, ~x,~v1)A(~v + ~ξj, ~v1 + ~ξj;φi;c(~u)) d~vd~v1 . (12)
Performing the substitutions ~ˆv = ~v + ~ξj and ~ˆv1 = ~v1 + ~ξj in (12), we have
Iφi;j =
∫
R3
∫
R3
f(t, ~x, ~ˆv − ~ξj)f(t, ~x, ~ˆv1 − ~ξj)A(~ˆv, ~ˆv1;φi;c(~u)) d~ˆvd~ˆv1 .
We then introduce a bilinear convolution operator, i = 1, . . . , s
Ii(~ξ) =
∫
R3
∫
R3
f(t, ~x,~v − ~ξ)f(t, ~x,~v1 − ~ξ)A(~v,~v1;φi;c) d~vd~v1 , (13)
and notice that Iφi;j can be obtained from (13) as Iφi;j = Ii(
~ξj). In the following, we will refer to
(13) as the convolution form of the Galerkin projection of the collision integral.
3. Discretization of Collision Integral and Fast Evaluation of Discrete
Convolution
To evaluate the collision operator numerically, the three dimensional integrals in (13) are re-
placed with the Gauss quadratures associated with the nodal-DG discretization (5). As is discussed
above, we are only interested in computing convolution (13) at vectors ~ξ = ~ξj that connect centers
of the velocity cells Kj to the center of the velocity cell Kc, the support of φi;c(~v). Since the same
nodal points are used on all velocity cells, shifts ~ξj translate nodal points in one cell to nodal
points in another cell. As a result, the quadrature sums to evaluate convolution (13) use values of
the unknown f(t, ~x,~v) at the nodal points only. In fact, the shift in the velocity variable ~vi;l − ~ξj
will correspond to a shift in the three dimensional index of the velocity cell which we will write
formally as l − j, producing the velocity node ~vi;l−j(~v). The exact expression for the shift l − j
will be made clear later by considering the cell indices separately for each velocity dimension. The
index i of the node within the cell is not affected by the shift.
We can write the discrete form of (13) as
Ii;j := Ii(~ξj) =
s∑
i′,i′′=1
M3∑
j′=1
M3∑
j′′=1
fi′;j′−jfi′′;j′′−jAi,i′,i′′;j′,j′′ (14)
where fi′;j′−j = f(t, ~x,~vi′;j′−j), Ai,i′,i′′;j′,j′′ = A(~vi′;j′ , ~vi′′;j′′ ;φi;c)(ωi′∆~v/8)(ωi′′∆~v/8) and the three
dimensional indices i′ and i′′ run over the velocity nodes within a single velocity cell and indices
j′ and j′′ run over all velocity cells. We note that some shifted indices j′ − j point outside of the
velocity domain. In [2] values outside of the domain were substituted with zeros. In cases when
the support of the solution was well contained within the computational domain, this assumption
did not lead to large numerical errors.
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3.1. Discrete convolution form of the collision integral. We note that equation (14) is a
convolution of multi-indexed sequences. To make this convolution explicit, we separate the three
dimensional indices j = (ju, jv, jw), j
′ = (j′u, j
′
v, j
′
w), and j
′′ = (j′′u, j
′′
v , j
′′
w) into their directional
components to obtain
Ii;ju,jv ,jw =
s∑
i′,i′′=1
M−1∑
j′u,j′v ,j′w=0
M−1∑
j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w=0
fi′;j′u−ju,j′v−jv ,j′w−jwfi′′;j′′u−ju,j′′v−jv ,j′′w−jwAi,i′,i′′;j′u,j′v ,j′w,j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w , (15)
where the components of the index shift j = (ju, jv, jw) are the integer numbers determining the
shift vector ~ξj = (ju∆u, jv∆v, jw∆w). Here ∆u, ∆v, and ∆w are the dimensions of the uniform
velocity cells and M is the number of velocity cells in each dimension. For simplicity, we assume
that the same number of cells is used in each direction. However, the method can be formulated
for arbitrary numbers of cells.
Formula (15) suggests that O(M9) operations are required to compute the collision operator.
However, the actual complexity of directly evaluating (15) at all points is O(M8) due to the
sparsity of Ai,i′,i′′;j′,j′′ [1, 2]. We will show next, that an application of discrete Fourier transform
allows to evaluate convolution (15) in O(M6) operations.
3.2. Discrete Fourier transform, circular convolution, and periodic continuation. Con-
volution of sequences can be computed efficiently using a fast Fourier transform. For convenience,
let us briefly recall the approach here. Let xn and yn be periodic sequences with period N . An
N -point circular convolution of xn and yn is defined as (see, e.g., [30])
zl =
N−1∑
n=0
xnyl−n . (16)
An approach for computing circular convolutions in O(N logN) operations follows from an appli-
cation of the discrete Fourier transform to (16). We recall that the discrete Fourier transform of
an N -periodic sequence xn and its inverse are defined by
F [x]k =
N−1∑
n=0
W knxn, xl =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
W−lkF [x]k, where W = e−ı2pi/N . (17)
A well known property of the Fourier transform is that it converts circular convolution (16) into
a product, namely,
F [z]k = F [x]kF [y]k .
Thus to evaluate (16), F [x]k and F [y]k can be computed in O(N logN) operations using a fast
Fourier transform. Then, F [z]k are computed by multiplying F [x]k and F [y]k in O(N) operations.
Finally, the values of zl are obtained in another O(N logN) operations by computing the inverse
Fourier transform of F [z]k. Convolutions of non-periodic sequences of length N are commonly
evaluated using a reduction to circular convolutions. For that, sequences are padded with addi-
tional N zeros to eliminate aliasing and extended to periodic sequences with period 2N . Then a
circular convolution of length 2N is computed to produce the desired result.
The above approach can also be applied to evaluation of (15). First, we convert (15) into a
multidimensional circular convolution by periodically extending f(t, ~x,~v) in variable ~v outside of
the velocity domain and by periodically extending A(~v,~v1;φi;c) in both ~v and ~v1. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the velocity domain is sufficiently large so that the supports of both
9f(t, ~x,~v) and A(~v,~v1;φi;c) are limited to at most half of the domain’s linear size in any direction.
This eliminates aliasing when treating (15) as a multidimensional circular convolution. Indeed,
this assumption does not introduce theoretical difficulties since both solution and the kernel can
be padded by zeros to a larger region in the velocity space. However, this assumption introduces
considerable practical difficulties, most notably the larger memory requirements for the Fourier
image of A(~v,~v1;φi;c). Effects of truncation and periodic extension of f(t, ~x,~v) on the properties
of the collision operator were considered in [33]. Much less is known, however, about the effects
of truncation and extension of A(~v,~v1;φi;c). It can be seen from (11) that the kernel is growing
linearly at the infinity in the direction of ~v − ~v1 for at least some points ~v. Nevertheless, a
truncation of the kernel A(~v,~v1;φi;c) was used in [2] in which entries of A(~v,~v1;φi;c) were set equal
to zero if ‖~v−~v1‖ < R, for some selected R. Numerical simulations in [2] confirmed that the effect
of the truncation is negligible if the support of the solution can be enclosed in a ball of diameter R.
Numerical experiments conducted in this work also suggest that truncation and periodic extension
of the solution and the kernel can be performed successfully and the direct convolution (15) can
be treated as a circular convolution if the support of the solution is sufficiently small.
To obtain the desired formulas for efficient evaluation of the collision operator, we apply the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in indices (ju, jv, jw) to (15) and rewrite the result in a suitable
form. As is well documented in similar approaches (see, e.g., [19, 13, 27]), the resulting expression
is also a convolution that is evaluated directly, but in significantly fewer operations. In calculations
below we will use the following definition of the multidimensional DFT. Let xk1,...,kd be a sequence
indexed by k1, . . . , kd with equal lengths N in each dimension. The DFT F [x]k1,...,kd of xn1,...,nd is
defined as
F [x]k1,...,kd =
N−1∑
n1=0
(
W k1n1
N−1∑
n2=0
(
W k2n2 · · ·
N−1∑
nd=0
W kdndxn1,...,nd
))
. (18)
Also, it is useful to define the inverse of the transform,
xl1,...,ld =
1
N
N−1∑
k1=0
(
W−l1k1
1
N
N−1∑
k2=0
(
W−l2k2 . . .
1
N
N−1∑
kd=0
W−ldkdxˆk1,...,kd
))
.
Similarly to one dimensional case, fast discrete Fourier transforms can be defined to evaluate the
transform and its inverse in O(Nd logN) operations.
3.3. Formulas for fast evaluation of the collision operator. To derive the formula for com-
puting the collision operator we rewrite (15) as
Ii;ju,jv ,jw =
s∑
i′,i′′=1
Ii,i′,i′′;ju,jv ,jw , (19)
where
Ii,i′,i′′;ju,jv ,jw =
M−1∑
j′u,j′v ,j′w=0
M−1∑
j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w=0
fi′;j′u−ju,j′v−jv ,j′w−jwfi′′;j′′u−ju,j′′v−jv ,j′′w−jwAi,i′,i′′;j′u,j′v ,j′w,j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w .
In view of (19), we can focus on evaluation of Ii,i′,i′′;ju,jv ,jw . To simplify the notations in the dis-
cussion below, we drop the i, i′, and i′′ subscripts from Ii,i′,i′′;ju,jv ,jw , fi′;j′u,j′v ,j′w , Ai,i′,i′′;j′u,j′v ,j′w,j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w ,
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and F [Ii,i′,i′′ ]ku,kv ,kw and write Iju,jv ,jw , fj′u,j′v ,j′w , Aj′u,j′v ,j′w,j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w , and F [I]ku,kv ,kw , respectively. In
particular, we have
Iju,jv ,jw =
M−1∑
j′u,j′v ,j′w=0
M−1∑
j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w=0
fj′u−ju,j′v−jv ,j′w−jwfj′′u−ju,j′′v−jv ,j′′w−jwAj′u,j′v ,j′w,j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w . (20)
As is seen from definition (18), the multi-dimensional DFT results from applying the one-dimensional
DFT along each dimension of the sequence for fixed values of indices in the other dimensions (see
e.g., [30]).
We fix indices jv and jw in equation (20) and apply the one-dimensional DFT in the remaining
index ju. Using linearity of the DFT and reordering the sums, we have
F [Ijv ,jw ]ku =
M−1∑
j′v ,j′w=0
M−1∑
j′′v ,j′′w=0
F [I˜jv ,j′v ,j′′v ,jw,j′w,j′′w ]ku ,
where
F [I˜jv ,j′v ,j′′v ,jw,j′w,j′′w ]ku =
M−1∑
ju=0
W kuju I˜ju;jv ,j′v ,j′′v ,jw,j′w,j′′w ,
I˜ju;jv ,j′v ,j′′v ,jw,j′w,j′′w =
M−1∑
j′′u=0
M−1∑
j′u=0
fj′u−ju,j′v−jv ,j′w−jwfj′′u−ju,j′′v−jv ,j′′w−jwAj′u,j′v ,j′w,j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w .
Once again, for purposes of calculating the one-dimensional DFT along dimension ju, we need
only consider the transform of I˜ju,jv ,j′v ,j′′v ,jw,j′w,j′′w . By similar argument as before, we fix and drop
indices jv, j
′
v, j
′′
v , jw, j
′
w, and j
′′
w in the latter formula and write
I˜ju =
M−1∑
j′′u=0
M−1∑
j′u=0
fj′u−jufj′′u−ju,Aj′u,j′′u , (21)
F [I˜]ku =
M−1∑
ju=0
M−1∑
j′′u=0
M−1∑
j′u=0
W kujufj′u−jufj′′u−ju,Aj′u,j′′u . (22)
We note that evaluating F [I˜]ku directly would require O(M3) operations. However, taking into
consideration the discussion in the last section, expression in the right side of (21) can be considered
as a circular convolution, having a form similar to (16). This motivates us to explore properties
of the DFT and rewrite (22) in a form suitable for numerical computation. This is accomplished
in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let {fj}M−1j=0 be a M periodic sequence and {Aij}M−1i,j=0 be a two index sequence that
is M periodic in both its indices. Let {I˜j}M−1j=0 be a new sequence defined by
I˜j =
M−1∑
j′=0
M−1∑
j′′=0
fj′−jfj′′−jAj′,j′′ . (23)
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Let F [I˜]k be the DFT of I˜j, then
F [I˜]k = M
M−1∑
l=0
F−1[f ]k−lF−1[f ]lF [A]k−l,l . (24)
Proof. Applying the one-dimensional DFT to I˜j, we have
F [I˜]k =
M−1∑
ju=0
M−1∑
j′=0
M−1∑
j′′=0
W kjfj′−jfj′′−jAj′,j′′ . (25)
We define F [Aj′ ]l to be the one-dimensional DFT of Aj′,j′′ in the second index, i.e.,
F [Aj′ ]l =
M−1∑
j′′=0
W j
′′lAj′,j′′ ,
and rewrite Aj′,j′′ as
Aj′,j′′ =
1
M
M−1∑
l=0
W−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l . (26)
Substituting (26) into (25), we have
F [I˜]k = 1
M
M−1∑
j=0
M−1∑
j′=0
M−1∑
j′′=0
W jkfj′−jfj′′−j
(
N−1∑
l=0
W−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l
)
=
1
M
M−1∑
l=0
M−1∑
j=0
M−1∑
j′=0
M−1∑
j′′=0
W jkfj′−jfj′′−jW−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l (27)
Consider the sum that runs over index j′′. Assuming that indices l, j, and j′ are held constant,
we split the sum into two parts.
M−1∑
j′′=0
W jkfj′−jfj′′−jW−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l
=
j−1∑
j′′=0
W jkfj′−jfj′′−jW−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l +
M−1∑
j′′=j
W jkfj′−jfj′′−jW−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l . (28)
Notice j′′ − j < 0 in the first sum. Using periodicity of fj, the summation index can be
redefined so that only values fj′′−j with positive j′′ − j appear in the sum. Indeed, we assume
that j′′ < j and notice that fj′′−j = fj′′−j+M since fj is M periodic. We also have WM = 1, so
W j
′′l = W j
′′l+Ml = W (j
′′+M)l. Introducing jˆ′′ = j′′ +M , we observe
j−1∑
j′′=0
W jkfj′−jfj′′−jW−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l =
j−1∑
j′′=0
W jkfj′−jfj′′−j+MW (−j
′′+M)lF [Aj′ ]l
=
M−1+j∑
jˆ′′=M
W jkfj′−jfjˆ′′−jW
−jˆ′′lF [Aj′ ]l .
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Combining the last formula with (28) we have
M−1∑
j′′=0
W jkfj′−jfj′′−jW−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l =
M−1+j∑
j′′=j
W jkfj′−jfj′′−jW−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l . (29)
Introducing a substitution of index u′′ = j′′ − j we rewrite the right side of (29) as follows
M−1∑
j′′=0
W jkfj′−jfj′′−jW−j
′′lF [Aj′ ]l =
M−1∑
u′′=0
W jkfj′−jfu′′W (−u
′′−j)lF [Aj′ ]l .
Going back to (27), we replace the inside sum with the last expression to have
1
M
M−1∑
l=0
M−1∑
j=0
M−1∑
j′=0
M−1∑
u′′=0
W jkfj′−jfu′′W (−u
′′−j)lF [Aj′ ]l
=
1
M
M−1∑
l=0
M−1∑
j′=0
M−1∑
u′′=0
W−u
′′lfu′′
(
M−1∑
j=0
W j(k−l)fj′−jF [Aj′ ]l
)
. (30)
Now we focus on the term within the parentheses in (30). Splitting the sum and using periodicity,
we obtain
M−1∑
j=0
W j(k−l)fj′−jF [Aj′ ]l (31)
=
j′∑
j=0
W j(k−l)fj′−jF [Aj′ ]l +
M−1∑
j=j′+1
W j(k−l)fj′−jF [Aj′ ]l
=
j′∑
j=0
W j(k−l)fj′−jF [Aj′ ]l +
M−1∑
j=j′+1
W (j−M)(k−l)fj′−j+MF [Aj′ ]l
=
j′∑
j=0
W j(k−l)fj′−jF [Aj′ ]l +
−1∑
jˆ=j′−M+1
W jˆ(k−l)fj′−jˆF [Aj′ ]l
=
j′∑
j=j′−M+1
W j(k−l)fj′−jF [Aj′ ]l =
M−1∑
u′=0
W (j
′−u′)(k−l)fu′F [Aj′ ]l . (32)
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Here u′ = j′ − j. Substituting this result into (30) and regrouping sums, we yield
1
M
M−1∑
l=0
M−1∑
j′=0
M−1∑
u′′=0
W−u
′′lfu′′
(
M−1∑
j=0
W j(k−l)fj′−jF [Aj′ ]l
)
=
1
M
M−1∑
l=0
M−1∑
j′=0
M−1∑
u′′=0
W−u
′′lfu′′
(
M−1∑
u′=0
W (j
′−u′)(k−l)fu′F [Aj′ ]l
)
= M
M−1∑
l=0
(
1
M
M−1∑
u′=0
W−u
′(k−l)fu′
)(
1
M
M−1∑
u′′=0
W−u
′′lfu′′
)(
M−1∑
j′=0
W j
′(k−l)F [Aj′ ]l
)
. (33)
The terms in the parentheses in (33) are just the definitions of the DFT. Thus we can write the
equation as
F [I˜]k = M
M−1∑
l=0
F−1[f ]k−lF−1[f ]lF [A]k−l,l .

Lemma 3.1 allows us to compute (22) in O(M2) operations. Indeed, it takes O(M logM)
operations to compute F−1[f ]ku using a fast Fourier transform and it takes O(M2) operations to
compute discrete convolution in the frequency space (24). To extend this result to F [I]ku,kv ,kw , it
is sufficient to repeat the approach for indices jv and jw focusing on one dimension at a time. The
following theorem summarizes the result.
Theorem 3.1. Let fju,jv ,jw be a three-index sequence that is periodic in each index with period
M and let Aj′u,j′v ,j′w,j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w be a M-periodic six-dimensional tensor. The multi-dimensional discrete
Fourier transform of equation (20) can be represented as
F [I]ku,kv ,kw = M3
M−1∑
lu,lv ,lw=0
F−1[f ]ku−lu,kv−lv ,kw−lwF−1[f ]lu,lv ,lwF [A]ku−lu,kv−lv ,kw−lw,lu,lw,lw (34)
Proof. We apply the one dimensional discrete Fourier transform along ju in equation (20) and
apply Lemma 3.1:
F [Ijv ,jw ]ku =
M−1∑
j′v ,j′w=0
M−1∑
j′′v ,j′′w=0
M−1∑
ju=0
M−1∑
j′u=0
M−1∑
j′′u=0
W jukfj′u−ju,j′v−jv ,j′w−jwfj′′u−ju,j′′v−jv ,j′′w−jwAj′u,j′v ,j′w,j′′u ,j′′v ,j′′w

= M
M−1∑
j′v ,j′w=0
M−1∑
j′′v ,j′′w=0
M−1∑
lu=0
F−1[fj′v−jv ,j′w−jw ]ku−luF−1[fj′′v−jv ,j′′w−jw ]luF [Aj′v ,j′w,j′′v ,j′′w ]ku−lu,lu
= M
M−1∑
lu=0
M−1∑
j′w=0
M−1∑
j′′w=0M−1∑
j′v=0
M−1∑
j′′v=0
F−1[fj′v−jv ,j′w−jw ]ku−luF−1[fj′′v−jv ,j′′w−jw ]luF [Aj′v ,j′w,j′′v ,j′′w ]ku−lu,lu
 . (35)
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We now focus on the terms inside the parentheses. We fix the indices jw, j
′
w, j
′′
w, ku, and lu in
the grouped terms. We drop these indices and write
I˜jv =
M−1∑
j′v=0
M−1∑
j′′v=0
f˜j′v−jv f˜j′′v−jvA˜j′v ,j′′v ,
where
f˜j′v−jv = F−1[fj′v−jv ], A˜j′v ,j′′v = F [Aj′v ,j′′v ].
We can see that this expression is identical to (23). We take the discrete Fourier transform along
the jv index of F [I˜]kv and apply Lemma 3.1 to arrive at
F [I˜]kv = M
M−1∑
lv=0
F−1[f˜ ]kv−lvF−1[f˜ ]lvF [A˜]kv−lv ,lv . (36)
We recall definitions of f˜j′v−jv and A˜j′v ,j′′v and notice that the multi-index Fourier transform results
from applying the one-dimensional transform in each index. Bringing indices j′w, j
′′
w, ku, and lu
back, equation (36) becomes
F [Ijw ]ku,kv = M2
M−1∑
lu,lv=0
F−1[fj′w−jw ]ku−lu,kv−lvF−1[fj′′w−jw ]lu,lvF [Aj′w,j′′w ]ku−lu,kw−lw,lu,lw .
Performing the discrete Fourier transform in the jw and repeating the argument once more we
arrive at the statement of the theorem. 
4. The Algorithm and its Complexity
Theorem 3.1 allows us to calculate the collision operator (15) in O(s9M6) operations using the
algorithm outlined below. We note that F [Ai,i′,i′′ ]ku,kv ,kw,lu,lw,lw can be precomputed and therefore
does not factor into the algorithmic complexity analysis.
(1) The first step of the algorithm is to evaluate F−1[fi]ku,kv ,kw . Evaluation of the inverse
Fourier transform requires O(M3 logM) operations for each value of index i by utiliz-
ing three-dimensional FFT. This must be repeated for each i, resulting in the total of
O(s3M3 logM) operations where s3 is the number of velocity nodes in each velocity cell.
(2) Next we directly compute the convolution
F [Ii,i′,i′′ ]ku,kv ,kw = M3
M−1∑
lu,lv ,lw=0
F−1[fi′ ]ku−lu,kv−lv ,kw−lwF−1[fi′′ ]lu,lv ,lwF [Ai,i′,i′′ ]ku−lu,kv−lv ,kw−lw,lu,lw,lw
using periodicity of both F−1[fi]lu,lv ,lw and F [Ai,i′,i′′ ]ku,kv ,kw,lu,lw,lw .
For fixed values of indices i, i′, i′′ and ku, kv, kw, calculating F [Ii,i′,i′′ ]ku,kv ,kw requires
O(M3) arithmetic operations. There areM3 combinations of ku, kv, kw and s
9 combinations
of indices i, i′, and i′′, therefore complexity of this step is O(s9M6).
(3) Linearity of the Fourier transform allows us to sum F [Ii,i′,i′′ ]ku,kv ,kw along i′, i′′ to calculate
F [Ii]ku,kv ,kw .
F [Ii]ku,kv ,kw =
s∑
i′,i′′=1
F [Ii,i′,i′′ ]ku,kv ,kw .
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This step requires adding s6 sequences of length M3 for every value of i, resulting in a
complexity of O(s9M3) operations.
(4) We recover F−1[F [Ii]]ju,jv ,jw = Ii;ju,jv ,jw . This requires calculating the three-dimensional
inverse DFT for every i which gives a complexity of O(s3M3 logM)
Overall, the algorithm has the numerical complexity of O(s9M6) dominated by step 2. We note
that s = su = sv = sw can be kept fixed and the number of cells M
3 in velocity domain can be
increased if more accuracy is desired. In this case, the main contribution to complexity growth
comes from M , the number of velocity cells in one velocity dimension. Thus we can consider
the algorithm to be of complexity O(M6). In our simulations su, sv, sw ≤ 3, however moderately
higher values may be used too. Results of this analysis are validated within the next section.
5. Numerical Results
In this section we will describe results of numerical experiments for computing the collision
operator using nodal-DG velocity discretizations and evaluation of convolution using the discrete
Fourier transform.
Our first discussion is concerned with estimating numerical complexity of the method. The
analysis of the previous section suggests that the number of arithmetic operations to evaluate the
collision operator using the Fourier transform is O(M6), where M is the number of the velocity
cells in one velocity dimension. The direct evaluation of convolution employed in [2] requires
O(M8) operations. In Table 1, CPU times are listed for evaluating the collision operator at one
spatial point both using the Fourier transform and directly. The computations were performed on
an Intel Core i7-3770 3.4 GHz processor. The numbers of cells in velocity domain were varied from
9 to 27 in each velocity dimension. The computational complexity is modeled using the formula
t = O(Mα), where α is constant. The observed values of the exponent α are computed using the
formula α = ln(M1/M2)/ ln(t1/t2).
We note that in the case of the Fourier evaluation, the observed orders are significantly higher
than the projected value of 6. Still, the orders are significantly lower than the orders of the direct
evaluation. Deviations from the theoretical estimate of α = 6 may be due to the costs of the
memory transfer operations and due to the choice of the specific fast Fourier transform that is
automatically selected by the KML library based on the value of M . Overall, the new approach
showed a dramatic improvement in speed as compared to the direct evaluation of the collision
operator used in [1]. The acceleration is expected to be even larger for higher values of M .
DFT Direct Speedup
M time, s α time, s α
9 1.47E-02 1.25E-01 8.5
15 3.94E-01 6.43 4.91E+00 7.18 12.5
21 3.09E+00 6.14 7.80E+01 8.21 25.2
27 1.64E+01 6.65 6.05E+02 8.15 36.7
Table 1. CPU times for evaluating the collision operator directly and using the
Fourier transform.
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5.1. The gain-loss vs. the non-split forms of the collision operator. The form of the
collision integral (10), (11) admits a few re-formulations that are worth considering for the purpose
of numerical implementation. It was observed that the ability of numerical solutions to conserve
mass, momentum, and energy is strongly affected by the form of the discrete collision integral.
The first such reformulation consists of representing the numerical solution as
f(t, ~x,~v) = fM(t, ~x,~v) + ∆f(t, ~x,~v) , (37)
where fM(t, ~x,~v) is the Maxwellian distribution that at every point (t, ~x) has the same density,
bulk velocity, and temperature as f(t, ~x,~v). Also known as the macro-micro decomposition (see,
e.g., [14]), this representation of the solution was applied in [1] to improve conservation properties
of the scheme when the solution is near continuum. The decomposition (37) is also used in the
numerical simulations presented in this paper. For convenience, let us briefly summarise the idea
of the decomposition. We substitute (37) into (10) to obtain an alternative representation of the
collision integral:
Iφi;j =
∫
R3
∫
R3
f(t, ~x,~v)f(t, ~x,~v1)A(~v,~v1;φi;j)d~v1 d~v
=
∫
R3
∫
R3
[fM(t, ~x,~v)∆f(t, ~x,~v1) + ∆f(t, ~x,~v)fM(t, ~x,~v1)
+ ∆f(t, ~x,~v)∆f(t, ~x,~v1)]A(~v,~v1;φi;j)d~v1 d~v . (38)
Here we used the fact that the collision integral is zero for any Maxwellian. All formulas discussed
in previous sections and also in the following can be easily adjusted to the decomposed form of
the solution.
The second possible re-formulation consists of splitting the operator A(~v,~v1;φi;j) given by (11)
into the loss and gain terms, i.e.,
A(~v,~v1;φi;j) =
∫
S2
φi;j(~v
′)bα(θ)|g|α dσ − φi;j(~v)σT |g|α , (39)
where σT =
∫
S2 bα(θ)dσ. By separating the integrals in the velocity variable in (10) and performing
a substitution in the second term, we obtain the split formulation of the collision integral:
Iφi;j =
∫
R3
∫
R3
f(t, ~x,~v)f(t, ~x,~v1)A
+(~v,~v1;φi;j)−
∫
R3
f(t, ~x,~v)φi;j(~v)ν(t, ~x,~v) d~v, (40)
where the collision frequency ν(t, ~x,~v) [34] and the kernel A+(~v,~v1;φi;j) are defined by
ν(t, ~x,~v) =
∫
R3
f(t, ~x,~v1)σT |g|α d~v1 and A+(~v,~v1;φi;j) = |g|α
∫
S2
φi;j(~v
′)bα(θ) dσ .
We note that formulation (40) has properties that are beneficial in a theoretical study. In particu-
lar, A+(~v,~v1;φi;j) is decreasing at infinity, while A(~v,~v1;φi;j) is increasing linearly in the direction
of ~v−~v1 for at least some points ~v. Splitting of the collision operator into the gain and loss terms
was used by many authors for both theoretical and numerical studies.
It was observed, however, that the split form of the collision integral had some numerical
properties that make it inferior to the non-split form. In Figure 1 results of the evaluation of the
collision integral at a single spatial point are presented for both split and non-split formulations.
The value of the solution f(t, ~v) in these computations is given by the sum of two Maxwellian
distributions with dimensionless densities, bulk velocities, and temperatures given as follows:
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n1 = 1.6094, n2 = 2.8628, ~¯u1 = (0.7750, 0, 0), ~¯u2 = (0.4357, 0, 0), T1 = 0.3, and T2 = 0.464. These
values correspond to upstream and downstream conditions of a normal shock wave with the Mach
number 1.55. Discretization of the solution was done using 27 velocity cells in each dimension and
one velocity node per cell. The collision operator was evaluated using both the split and non-split
forms and using both direct evaluation and evaluation using the Fourier transform. Results of
the direct evaluation of the split form of the collision operator are shown in plots (b) and (e).
Notably, values of the collision operator are zero at the boundary of the domain, which is what
one would expect from the collision process. Results of evaluation of the split form of the collision
operator using the Fourier transform are shown in plots (a) and (b). Significant non-zero values
can be observed at the corners of the domain. This is likely to be a manifestation of aliasing.
Results of evaluating the non-split form of the collision operator using the Fourier transform are
shown in plots (c) and (f). One can notice that in the case of the non-split form, aliasing is not
visible. In fact, the L1-norm of the difference between the direct and Fourier evaluations of the
non-split collision operator in this case was 2.9E-4 and the L∞-norm was 1.1E-4. We note that the
diameters of the supports of the collision kernels are comparable in both split and non-split cases.
We also note that aliasing errors can be reduced by padding the solution and the collision kernel
with zeros. However, this will also increase memory and time costs of calculations. The non-split
form of the collision operator has significantly smaller aliasing errors and does not require zero
padding. Therefore, it is more efficient.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f )
Figure 1. Evaluation of the collision operator using split and non-split forms: (a)
and (d) the split form evaluated using the Fourier transform; (b) and (e) the split
form evaluated directly; (c) and (f) the non-split form evaluated using the Fourier
transform.
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Another important issue that makes the non-split formulation more attractive is concerned with
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in the discrete solutions. It is the property of the
exact Boltzmann collision operator that its mass, momentum, and temperature moments are zero.
Generally, the conservation laws are satisfied only approximately when the Boltzmann equation
is discretized. Many numerical approaches include mechanisms dedicated to enforcement of the
conservation laws in discrete solutions in order to guarantee a physically meaningful result.
Error in Conservation of Mass Error in Conservation of Temperature
Split Non-split Split Non-split
n Fourier Direct Fourier Direct Fourier Direct Fourier Direct
9 0.37 1.26 1.71E-5 1.92E-5 3.51 1.69 1.71E-2 1.84E-2
15 0.10 1.20 1.45E-5 1.71E-5 0.29 1.25 1.64E-3 3.15E-3
21 0.18 1.18 0.67E-5 0.93E-5 1.38 1.24 5.61E-5 1.75E-3
27 0.18 1.18 0.61E-5 0.86E-5 1.37 1.24 5.40E-4 1.05E-3
Table 2. Absolute errors in conservation of mass and temperature in the discrete
collision integral computed using split and non-split formulations.
It was observed that if no measures are introduced to enforce the conservation laws, solutions
to the problem of spatially homogeneous relaxation obtained using the split formulation of the
collision integral exhibit large, on the order of 5% errors in temperature. The mass and momentum
are also poorly conserved in this case. At the same time, solutions obtained using the non-split
formulation had their mass, momentum, and temperature accurate to three or more digits. To
further explore this phenomena, we evaluated the collision operator in both split and non-split
forms and computed its mass, momentum, and temperature moments. The solution was taken to
be the sum of two Maxwellians in the example above. The numbers of velocity cells were varied
from 9 to 27. In both split and non-split formulations of the collision integral, the decomposed form
(38) of the solution was used. For both forms, evaluation of the collision operator was done directly
and using the Fourier transform. The results are summarized in Table 2. It can be seen that errors
in the mass and temperature in the non-split formulation are several orders of magnitude smaller
than in the split formulation. The errors are also larger in the case of direct evaluation. A possible
explanation to this is the combined effect of finite precision arithmetic and truncation errors in
integration that lead to catastrophic cancellation when gain and loss terms are combined. We note
that in both split and non-split forms, fulfilment of conservation laws requires exact cancellation
of the respective integration sums. When the gain and loss terms are computed separately using
numerical quadratures, the relative truncation errors are expected to be acceptable for each of
the terms. This may change, however, when the terms are combined. It is conceivable that
significant digits cancel in the two terms and the truncation errors are promoted into significance,
manifesting in strong violations of conservation laws. At the same time, increasing the number of
velocity cells may not remedy the problem due to the expected accumulation of roundoff errors.
Indeed, evaluation of the gain term in (40) requires O(M8) arithmetic operations. It is possible
that combination of large and small values in the finite precision arithmetic results in loss of
low order digits and a significant accumulation of roundoff. When the gain and loss terms are
combined, this, again, will lead to loss of significance and to perturbations of conservation laws.
In the case when both the non-split form and the decomposition (38) are used, much of the
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cancellation is happening on the level of the integrand. We hypothesize here that the resulting
values of the integrand are smaller and vary less in scale. As a result, the accumulated absolute
truncation and roundoff errors are also smaller, which gives better accuracy in conservation laws.
Because of the poor conservation properties and because of the susceptibility to aliasing errors
we do not recommend the split form (40) for numerical implementation.
5.2. Simulations of the spatially homogeneous relaxation. In this section we present results
of solution of the problem of spatially homogeneous relaxation using Fourier evaluation of the
collision operator. Two cases of initial data were considered. In both cases, the initial data is
a sum of two Maxwellian densities. In the first case, the dimensionless densities, bulk velocities,
and temperatures of the Maxwellians are n1 = 1.0007, n2 = 2.9992, ~¯u1 = (1.2247, 0, 0), ~¯u2 =
(0.4082, 0, 0), T1 = 0.2, T2 = 0.7333. These parameters correspond to upstream and downstream
conditions of the Mach 3 normal shock wave. In the second case, we use the parameters of the
example of the previous section: n1 = 1.6094, n2 = 2.8628, ~¯u1 = (0.7750, 0, 0), ~¯u2 = (0.4357, 0, 0),
T1 = 0.3, and T2 = 0.464. These parameters correspond to upstream and downstream conditions
of a Mach 1.55 shock wave.
In Figures 2 and 3, relaxation of moments in the Mach 3.0 and Mach 1.55 solutions are presented.
In the case of Mach 3.0, M = 33 velocity cells were used in each velocity dimension with one
velocity node on each cell, s = 1. In the case of Mach 1.55, M = 15 and s = 1 were used. In the
computed solutions, the collision operator was evaluated both using the Fourier transform and
directly. In the Mach 3.0 instance, the directional temperature moments were compared to the
moments obtained from a DSMC solution [9].
It can be seen that the solutions obtained by the Fourier evaluation of the collision integral
are close to those computed by the direct evaluation. The low order moments are in excellent
agreement for both presented solutions. However, there are differences in the higher moments. It
appears that the differences are caused by a small amount of the aliasing error in the solutions.
This can be reduced by padding the solution and the kernel with zeros at the expense of higher
numerical costs, both in time and memory. Overall, however, the O(M6) evaluation of the collision
operator using the Fourier transform appears to be consistent and stable.
6. Conclusion
We developed and tested an approach for evaluating the Boltzmann collision operator in O(M6)
operations where M is the number of velocity cells in one velocity dimension. At the basis of
the method is the convolution form of the nodal-DG discretization of the collision operator [3].
The algorithm uses the discrete Fourier transform to evaluate convolution fast. The method is
formulated for uniform grids and for arbitrary order the nodal-DG approximation. However, to
achieve the O(M6) complexity, it is assumed that the degree of the local DG polynomial basis is
kept constant and only the numbers of velocity cells are changing.
The results for the new approach suggest that a potential problem with the method could be
aliasing errors that perturb higher moments. Aliasing errors are results of the assumption of
periodicity of the solution and the collision kernel. The problem can be remedied by padding
solution with zeroes as the expense of higher computational time and memory costs which may be
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Figure 2. Relaxation of moments fϕi,p =
∫
R3
(ui − u¯i)pf(t, ~u) du, i = 1, 2, p =
2, 3, 4, 6 in a mix of Maxwellian streams corresponding to a shock wave with Mach
number 3.0 obtained by solving the Boltzmann equation using Fourier and direct
evaluations of the collision integral. In the case of p = 2, the relaxation of moments
is also compared to moments of a DSMC solution [9].
large. It was observed that the non-split form of the collision operator, i.e., when the gain and loss
terms are not separated, is strongly preferable over the split form for the purpose of maintaining
conservation laws. Simulations of the problem of spatially homogeneous relaxation confirm that
the Fourier evaluation of the collision operator in this case is accurate and stable for hundreds of
mean free times.
While this was not the subject of the present paper, the new method allows for scalable MPI
parallelization and therefore can potentially be used in multi-dimensional problems. Also, gen-
eralizations of the analytical convolution form to octree partitions of the velocity domain are
straightforward. However, difficulties arise when one tries to extend fast algorithms for evaluating
discrete convolution to octrees. These issues will be the authors’ future work.
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